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Abstract: As We Transact With Tera And Peta Bytes Of Data In Our Daily Life, We Never Analyze The Impact That Data Holds For The User And For The Clients And Companies Who Deal With These Data. The Growing Data Is An Issue Of Concern For The Application Development Firms To Store The Data. The Data Is Required As Many Applications Run On These Data With Security Attached To These Data. The Large Growing Data Termed As Big Data To The Information Technology And The Software Development Industry. The Large Data Needs To Be Handled, And Becomes Easy To Handle If It Is Divided Into Clusters. Hadoop Is A Framework For Running Applications On Large Clusters. In This Paper We Discuss And Analyze The Output On The Basis Of Case Study To Compare Various Infrastructure To Handle Big Data With Horton Works Sandbox, Pig, Hive, Hcatalogand Jaql And Also Refereeing To The Concept Of Cloudera In Brief.
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I. Introduction


![Figure 1: The Basic Hadoop Architecture.](image)

The Hdfs Is The Foundation For Forming The Hadoop Clusters With Various Components As Shown In Figure 2.

![Figure 2: The Hdfs Architecture](image)
The File Structure Manages How Data Is Stored In The Hadoop Cluster And Is Also Responsible For Distributing The Data Across The Data Nodes, Managing Replication For Redundancy And Administrative Tasks Like Adding, Removing And Recovery Of Data Nodes.

Hadoop In Hortonworks Sandbox
1. Once The Virtual Box Is Completely Installed.
2. Go To Local Host 127.168.0.0:8888, To Go To Hortonworks Sandbox And Click On Go To Sandbox As Shown In Figure 3.

![Hortonworks Sandbox](image)

**Figure 3: Hortonworks Sandbox**

Data Processing With Pig
Pig Is A High Level Scripting Language That Is Used With Apache Hadoop. Pig Excels At Describing Data Analysis Problems As Data Flows. Pig Is Complete In That You Can Do All The Required Data Manipulations In Apache Hadoop With Pig. Pig Can Ingest Data From Files, Streams Or Other Sources Using The User Defined Functions (Udf).

![Pig Script](image)

**Figure 4: Screenshot of Pig**
Pig is a language for expressing data analysis and infrastructure processes. Pig is translated into a series of Mapreduce jobs that are run by the Hadoop cluster. Pig is extensible through user-defined functions that can be written in Java and other languages. Pigscripts provide a high-level language to create the Mapreduce jobs needed to process data in a Hadoop cluster.

### Data Processing With Hive

Hive is a component of Hortonworks Data Platform (Hdp). Hive provides a Sql-like interface to data stored in Hdp. In the previous tutorial we used Pig which is a scripting language with a focus on data flows. Hive provides a database query interface to Apache Hadoop.

![Figure 5: QueryEditorHive](image)

The Apache Hive project provides a data warehouse view of the data in Hdfs. Using a Sql-like language, Hive lets you create summarizations of your data, perform ad-hoc queries, and analysis of large datasets in the Hadoop cluster. The overall approach with Hive is to project a table structure on the dataset and then manipulate it with Hiveql. Since you are using data in Hdfs, your operations can be scaled across all the data nodes and you can manipulate huge datasets.

### Data Processing With Hcatalog

The function of Hcatalog is to hold location and metadata about the data in a Hadoop cluster. This allows scripts and Mapreduce jobs to be decoupled from data location and metadata like the schema. Additionally, since Hcatalog supports many tools, like Hive and Pig, the location and metadata can be shared between tools. Using the open APIs of Hcatalog, other tools like Teradata Aster can also use the location and metadata in Hcatalog. In the tutorials, we will see how we can now reference data by name and we can inherit the location and metadata.

![Figure 6: TablesOfHcat](image)
Data Processing With Jaql

The Query Language Adopted By The Ibm Big Data Ecosystem For Java Script Objet Notation (Json). It Supports Both Structured And Non-Structured Queries And Allows You To Select, Join, Group, And Filter Data That Is Stored In Hdfs.

1. Jaql’s Query Language Was Inspired By Other Programming And Query Languages, Including Lisp, Sql, Xquery, And Pig
2. Jaql Is A Functional, Declarative Query Language That Is Designed To Process Large Data Sets.
3. For Parallelism, Jaql Rewrites High-Level Queries, As Appropriate, Into “Low-Level” Queries Consisting Of Mapreduce Jobs.

The Importance Of Jaql Is

1. The Real Beauty Of The Language Is That It Transparently Exploits Massive Parallelism Using Apache Hadoop’s Mapreduce Processing.
2. Jaql Code Can Be Packaged In A Way That Fosters Reuse. It Is Extensible, Allowing Functions Written In Other Languages, For Example Java, To Be Invoked From Within Your Jaql Code.

Figure 7: Jaql Structure

II. Conclusion

Hadoop And The Data Warehouse Will Often Work Together In A Single Information Supply Chain. When It Comes To Big Data, Hadoop Excels In Handling Raw, Unstructured And Complex Data With Vast Programming Flexibility.

Data Warehouses Also Manage Big Structured Data, Integrating Subject Areas And Providing Interactive Performance Through Bi Tools. It Is Rapidly Becoming A Symbiotic Relationship. Some Differences Are Clear And Identifying Workloads Or Data That Runs Best On One Or The Other Will Be Dependent On Your Organization And Use Cases. As With All Platform Selections, Careful Analysis Of The Business And Technical Requirements Should Be Done Before Platform Selection To Ensure The Best Outcome. Having Both Hadoop And A Data Warehouse Onsite Greatly Helps Everyone Learn When To Use The Priority Of Hadoop With Data Warehouse.
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